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ABSTRACT
This paper presents sizing guides and energymanagement (EM) benchmarks of battery-supercapacitor
(SC) hybrid energy storage system (HESS) in electric vehicle (EV) applications. We explain how
to optimize the HESS size in order to minimize battery degradation and financial costs in EVs.
We also illustrate the optimal EM benchmarks that can minimize battery degradation with what-
ever EM technique implemented. By decoupling the EM problem from the sizing one, we reveal
the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size, which are irrelevant to design param-
eters of EVs and specifications of batteries and SCs. The vehicle-lifetime battery replacements
and HESS costs are discussed with HESS sizing method. The efficacy of the proposed sizing
guides and EM benchmarks is tested in the case study of a sports EV. Results show that the opti-
mally sized HESS can extend battery lifetime by 37% as compared with the battery-only energy
storage system and can reduce vehicle-lifetime HESS costs by up to 39% as compared with the
unoptimized HESS designs, respectively.

Nomenclature

I. Symbols

Aℎ ampere-hour throughput
C ampere-hour capacity
Cost cost
D driving distance
E energy capacity
I current
J objective function
J ′ sub-objective function
k execution stage
N times of battery replacements
P power
P̄ mean power
Price price
SOE state of energy
T temperature
t time
U voltage

u decision variable
x state variable
z state transfer function
� battery degradation coefficient
� efficiency
� power-to-energy density
II. Subscripts

BAT battery pack
bus power bus
DCDC DC/DC converter
HESS hybrid energy storage system
i counter
loss energy capacity loss (of battery pack)
max maximum
nom nominal
rate current rate
SC supercapacitor pack
veℎ vehicle
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1. Introduction
Reducing environmental impact of private transportation is pushing increasing numbers of energy storage systems

(ESSs) into vehicle drivetrains [1]. Batteries, as the primary energy storage in electric vehicles (EVs), are ideally
suited to deliver energy for long-term vehicle propulsion, but they are not as suited to satisfy the short-term loads
experienced in vehicle accelerations: to provide bursts of power in the seconds time frame over thousands of cycles
[2, 3]. To fulfill high power pulses in vehicle propulsion, the battery-only ESS has to work at high current rates, which
results in accelerated battery degradation [4, 5]. By incorporating supercapacitors (SCs) as power peaking units, the
hybrid energy storage system (HESS) composed of batteries and SCs can substantially unload the power transients
from batteries [6]. Compared with batteries, the reason for acceptance of SCs in an onboard HESS is their high pulse
power capability, fast and efficient discharge and re-charging plus full charge cycling over 500,000 cycles [7]. The
SCs essentially decouples the high transient power loads from batteries, which in return significantly relieves battery
degradation [8, 9].
1.1. Literature review

The study of HESS involves complex, inter-related problems and objectives. From the engineering aspects, sizing
and energy management (EM) are two research problems for optimization of objectives such as reducing the mass,
initial costs, energy consumption or battery degradation [10]. Nevertheless, sizing and EM usually share overlapped
objectives; for example, battery degradation or energy consumption is known as a combined result of both sizing and
EM. Therefore, when investigating a single objective, previous research often establishes an "objective-oriented" in-
tegrated framework, co-solving both sizing and EM problems. For example, Mamun [11] develops a mathematical
framework for combined sizing optimization and optimal EM of a series HEV with a HESS; by finding the optimal
sizes of the battery pack and SC pack and the optimal power split strategies among power sources, the objective of
energy consumption is minimized. Masih-Tehrani [12] develops a formulation for EM and sizing of a HESS in a series
hybrid electric bus; with the objective of optimizing 10-years battery replacement cost due to battery degradation, the
EM problem and sizing problem are solved by dynamic programming (DP) and genetic algorithm, respectively. Song
[13] proposes an integrated optimization problem to solve the life cycle cost of a HESS in an electric city bus, in which
the DP approach is responsible for searching the optimal HESS size while a rule-based controller is tuned to repre-
sent the near-optimal EM strategy. On the other hand, when solving a single problem like sizing, several co-existing
objectives can be simultaneously investigated; therefore, previous research also performs "problem-oriented" multi-
objective programming (MOP) optimization, co-investigating a few objectives. For example, Eldeeb [10] develops a
MOP formulation to optimally size a HESS for a plug-in EV, where the four objectives of mass, volume, initial cost
and battery degradation are minimized simultaneously. Song [14] adopts non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II
(NSGA-II) to size a HESS for use in an electric bus, while HESS initial cost and battery capacity loss are formulated
as two conflicting objectives. Zhang [15] investigates the sizing problem of a HESS in an example EV and solves three
objectives of battery state-of-health, HESS weight and initial cost by using wavelet-transform-based algorithm and
NSGA-II. Targeted both objective- and problem-oriented investigation, the best practice of HESS study demonstrates
a mixture of the integrated framework and MOP optimization. For example, Song [16] uses Pontryagin’s minimum
principle to determine not only the optimal EM strategy but also the best-case size for a HESS equipped with a plug-in
EV, while objectives of battery degradation, fuel consumption and electricity consumption are optimized all together.
Aiming at optimizing HESS mass and battery cycle life simultaneously, Shen [17] proposes a framework for EM and
sizing of a HESS deployed in an electric passenger car, where the EM strategy is implemented by a rule-based con-
troller while the optimal size is solved by dividing rectangles algorithm. Using DP approach, Song [18] formulates the
optimization of battery degradation and electricity consumption of a HESS in EV applications, while the optimization
problem is solved through the efforts of both EM and sizing; furthermore, sensitivity analysis is performed towards
various temperatures and battery prices.

The sizing problem with the objective of reducing battery degradation has been widely studied by the abovemen-
tioned integrated framework or MOP optimization. However, these studies couple multiple problems or objectives but
fail to induce the general relationship between HESS size and battery degradation, while the acquired sizing results
are usually confined to specific case studies. With the integrated framework, it can offer a solution globally optimal
to both sizing and EM. However, the optimality of the solution is subject to the specific EM controller implemented.
For example, in [17] a rule-based controller is implemented along with optimizing HESS size; while in [10] an EM
controller combing wavelet transformation and power split ratio is designed, using which the optimal sizing results are
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acquired. These sizing results can only justify their optimality with the specifically implemented EM controller but
cannot be proved optimal with another EM controller. Besides, since battery degradation is mostly formulated as a
function of battery operating conditions (e.g., power, current, temperature) but has no direct connections with HESS
size, battery degradation is mainly optimized by means of the EM controlling battery operating conditions, which
means that the efforts to reduce battery degradation are more subject to EM but are rarely impacted by sizing [12].
With the MOP optimization, it can provide a set of non-inferior solutions (i.e. Pareto Frontier) for objectives from dif-
ferent metrics [14], while battery degradation is one of the objectives. However, its limitation is when generating the
unique, optimal solution, it needs to coordinate different metrics by manually weighting each objective. For example,
in [17] a weight factor is specified to make a tradeoff between HESSmass and battery degradation; the optimal solution
is thus enabled, but the assignment of the weight factor is determined manually and thus has strong subjectivity. By
assigning a high weight factor to the objective of battery degradation, the sizing results can be much near-optimal to
battery degradation, but the results are still impacted by not only battery degradation but also the other objectives [15].
With either integrated framework or MOP optimization, the formulation of multiple problems or objectives is typically
implicit and cannot be analyzed directly. The trends of battery degradation with HESS size can only be worked out
for specific case studies after given the parameters of vehicle, battery and SC as well as running a large number of
algorithms [18], but it is not sure if the trends can be generalized from the case study to wide scenarios using different
vehicle specifications or EM techniques. Lastly, although the integrated framework or MOP optimisation can solve
the optimal combination of HESS size and EM towards specific engineering requirements, however, when the require-
ments change, the optimal HESS size and EM also need to change. The EM is relatively easier to be updated, but once
the vehicle is produced, the HESS size is difficult to alter because the size is something stationary and can hardly be
relocated [19].
1.2. Contribution

Targeted the abovementioned limitations in previous research, this paper focuses on optimizing battery degradation
of HESS by the sizing efforts, with the following contributions:
(1) By revealing the optimal EM scheme for a HESS to minimize battery degradation, the EM issue is decoupled from

the sizing problem. The optimal EM scheme is not subject to specific EM technique and indicates how the power
split strategies should perform to minimize battery degradation. For the case study in this paper, the optimal EM
scheme is represented by the DP approach.

(2) Using the optimal EM scheme as a hypothesis, the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size are
deduced. The general trends are demonstrated without specifying any case-study parameters or prescribing any
EM techniques; therefore, the general trends are applicable to wide cases using different types of vehicles, batteries,
SCs and EM techniques. The general trends are verified by the case study.

1.3. Paper organization
The overview of the remaining sections is shown in Fig. 1 and explained as follows. The investigation of HESS

sizing starts with formulating the sizing problem in Section 2. Since fulfilling vehicle propulsion is the prerequisite
for HESS design [20], this paper connects the energy/power requests of vehicle propulsion with the power capabil-
ity/energy capacity of the HESS and thus constrains the feasible set of HESS size. With the objective of optimizing
battery degradation by sizing efforts, battery degradation is formulated as functions of HESS size. Rather than ending
up with merely investigating battery degradation can be reduced to some degree by the efforts of sizing, this paper
further formulates the engineering impacts of battery degradation as HESS costs over vehicle lifetime and battery re-
placements over vehicle lifetime. HESS costs are defined as the sum of battery price losses due to degradation plus
the procurement costs of SCs and DC/DC converter, which is a metric of the overall financial costs of using a HESS
[21]. Battery replacements are the metric relevant to the maintenance of battery pack since too many replacements
would cause trouble to both vehicle users and manufacturers [22]. Before using the above formulations to solve any
specific case study, the following Section 3 aims at finding out general rules for optimizing battery degradation with
HESS sizing. The optimization of battery degradation is generalized from two aspects - EM and sizing, because bat-
tery degradation is a coupled result of both aspects [23]. From the aspect of EM, the optimal EM scheme for HESS
to minimize battery degradation is deduced, which benchmarks the best-case battery degradation can be achieved by
whatever EM technique. The optimal EM scheme is then used as a hypothesis to enable the decoupling of EM and
sizing, by which the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size are revealed; therefore, battery degradation
can be optimized from the sizing aspect by referring to the general trends. The optimal EM scheme and general trends
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 19
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the sizing methodology and case study.

are obtained from deductions so that their verification is necessary, and the verification is represented by a case study
in Section 4. The case study uses a high-performance EV since this paper investigates the HESS sizing methodol-
ogy for general EVs while emphasizes the application in high-performance EVs. As compared with standard EVs,
high-performance EVs feature long-distance, aggressive driving capabilities [24], which requires to deploy a large
battery pack working at high power/current rates and thus poses a possibility of severe battery degradation as well as
subsequently frequent battery replacements and high degradation costs. Therefore, HESS sizing for high-performance
EVs pursues more attention to battery degradation issues and challenges more the robustness of sizing methodology
and thus needs specific investigation. To obtain case study results, the EM strategy of HESS is indispensable. How-
ever, the deduced optimal EM scheme is only benchmarks and cannot be used as a real EM strategy. In this case, the
DP-based EM strategy is tailored to represent the optimal EM scheme. Afterward, Section 5 presents the simulation
results, including the feasible set of HESS size, battery degradation data with HESS size and the optimal HESS design
to minimize HESS costs. The simulation results are found following the deduced optimal EM scheme and general
trends; consequently, the verification is done. Specifically, in Section 5.4, the underlying reasons for the influence of
HESS size on HESS costs are discussed. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion.

2. General formulation of the sizing problem
The battery-SC HESS is considered to comprise of a battery pack, a SC pack and a DC/DC converter; thus siz-

ing a battery-SC HESS is equivalent to identifying the combination of the sizes of above components [15]. Vehicle
propulsion, which proposes specific power and energy requests, is the constraint for the sizing problem because ful-
filling vehicle propulsion is the primary requirement for HESS [20]. Reducing battery degradation is the aim of sizing
efforts as battery degradation can lead to a reduction of battery service time as well as significant financial costs [25].
However, battery degradation is just the sub-objective of the sizing problem; the battery replacements and HESS costs
resulting from battery degradation are the final objectives because they are more straightforward metrics to evaluate
the engineering impacts of battery degradation. Based on the above, the sizing problem can be expressed as: on satis-
fying vehicle propulsion requests, determine the sizes of battery pack, SC pack and DC/DC converter so that battery
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replacements or HESS costs can reach a minimum via reducing battery degradation.
2.1. Constraints: power and energy requests from vehicle propulsion

EVs usually have an indicative driving range that accords with the usable energy capacity of onboard ESS [15].
To secure this driving range, the usable energy capacity of the whole HESS (battery pack + SC pack) is constrained
by the vehicle energy consumption over driving range (Eveℎ). as Eq. (1), where EBAT is the usable energy capacity
of battery pack, ESC is the usable energy capacity of SC pack.

EBAT + ESC ≥ Eveℎ (1)
Considering the SC pack is a power peaking device with tiny energy capacity (compared to the battery pack whose

energy capacity is normally dozens of kWh, the SC pack is only hundreds of Wh) [13], ESC can then be dismissed
from Eq. (1) and EBAT alone is expected to cover Eveℎ, as Eq. (2). Alternatively, taking into account the power to
energy density of the battery (�BAT , defined as battery maximum power capability PBAT ,max divided by EBAT ) [26],this energy constraint can also be expressed with PBAT ,max.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

EBAT ≥ Eveℎ
or

PBAT ,max∕�BAT ≥ Eveℎ
(2)

Vehicle propulsion usually involves high-power operations such as sharp accelerations. To secure high-power op-
erations, the maximum power capability of the whole HESS (battery pack + SC pack) is constrained by the maximum
vehicle power request (Pveℎ,max), as Eq. (3), where PSC,max is the maximum power capability of SC pack. Alterna-
tively, taking into account the power to energy density of the SC (�SC , defined as PSC,max divided by ESC ) [27], thispower constraint can also be expressed with ESC .

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

PBAT ,max + PSC,max ≥ Pveℎ,max
or

PBAT ,max + ESC�SC ≥ Pveℎ,max
(3)

After constraining the battery pack and SC pack, the DC/DC converter can be constrained by considering its
maximum power capability (PDCDC,max) as the same either with the SC pack if SC/battery topology is adopted (in
this case, SC pack is interfaced by the DC/DC converter), or with the battery pack if battery/SC topology is adopted
(battery pack is interfaced by the DC/DC converter) [28, 29].
2.2. Sub-objective: battery degradation coefficient or energy capacity loss as a function of HESS size

As aforementioned, DC/DC converter size is subject to the maximum power capability of either battery pack or SC
pack; thus, DC/DC converter size is not used as an independent variable in the sizing problem. Namely, the HESS size
is represented by the combination of battery pack size (scaled by EBAT ) and SC pack size (scaled by ESC ). Therefore,the sub-objective is battery degradation as a function of EBAT and ESC . Previous research [11] mainly adopts battery
degradation coefficient (�, defined as the loss of usable energy capacityEloss divided by originalEBAT ) to scale batterydegradation, as Eq. (4). The significance of � exists in its implication for battery replacements: the onboard battery
pack needs to be replaced when � reaches 20% [10].

� = Eloss∕EBAT (4)
Apart from �, this paper also scales battery degradation byEloss. AlthoughEloss can be transformed from � via Eq.

(4), as EBAT varies, the trend of Eloss is different from that of � (which is deduced in Section 3). The significance of
Eloss exists in its implication for the financial losses due to degradation: the manufacturing price of battery is directly
proportional to its energy capacity (e.g., battery unit price was imagined as 300 USD/kWh in 2017 [30]); thus, Eloss
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 19
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responses to the losses of battery price. Based on the above, the sub-objective contains two parallel functions: one is
� as a function of EBAT and ESC , and the other is Eloss as a function of EBAT and ESC , as Eq. (5).

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

� = f (EBAT , ESC )
or

Eloss = g(EBAT , ESC )
(5)

2.3. Objective: battery replacements or HESS costs over vehicle lifetime as a function of HESS size
For long-term vehicle operations, as each time the onboard battery pack degrades to EOL, it needs to be replaced

by a new one and simultaneously loses all its prices. Based on this, this paper scales the engineering impacts of battery
degradation as battery replacements over vehicle lifetime (N) and battery price losses over vehicle lifetime (CostBAT ),as Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. The two equations use the � and Eloss in the time frame of one drive cycle to evaluate
N andCostBAT in the horizon of vehicle lifetime; an coefficient of 20% is divided by because battery EOL is commonly
considered as � reaches 20% [10]; vehicle lifetime is considered to end when total mileage reaches 150000 km [31],
whileDveℎ is the driving distance with one drive cycle, so that (150000km/Dveℎ) represents the transfer from one drive
cycle to vehicle lifetime; PriceBAT is battery manufacturing price (unit: USD/kWh). However,CostBAT is not enough
for assessing the overall financial costs of using a HESS: CostBAT may be reduced by configuring a larger SC pack,
but the procurement costs of a lager SC pack and the attached DC/DC converter are simultaneously higher [16]. In this
case, this paper further defines HESS costs over vehicle time (CostHESS ) as the sum of CostBAT , SC procurement
costs (CostSC ) and DC/DC converter procurement costs (CostDCDC ), which is a comprehensive metric to assess the
overall financial costs, as Eq. (8), where PriceSC is SC manufacturing price (unit: USD/Wh) and PriceDCDC is
converter manufacturing price (unit: USD/kW).

N = �∕20% ⋅ 15000km∕Dveℎ (6)

CostBAT = Eloss∕20% ⋅ 15000km∕Dveℎ ⋅ PriceBAT (7)

CostHESS = CostBAT + CostSC + CostDCDC = CostBAT + ESCPriceSC + PDCDC,maxPriceDCDC (8)
Based on the above, the final objective contains two parallel functions: one isN as a function of EBAT and ESC ,as Eq. (6), and the other is CostHESS as a function of EBAT and ESC , as Eq. (8). The ultimate goal of the sizing

problem is to find out the optimal combination of (EBAT , ESC ), achieving minimumN or minimum CostHESS .

3. General trends of battery degradation with HESS size
Last section formulates battery degradation and its engineering impacts with HESS size. Before applying these

formulations to any specific case study, this section aims at the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size.
However, the EM technique of HESS is known to have a big impact on battery degradation: even with the same sized
HESS, different EM techniques would lead to different degradation results [23]. To dismiss the impact of EM, this
section initially reveals the optimal EM scheme to minimize battery degradation. The optimal EM scheme benchmarks
the best-case battery degradation that can be ever achieved nomatter what kind of EM technique is implemented, which
further enables the decoupling of EM and sizing problems. Using the optimal EM scheme as a hypothesis, this section
further deduces how �, Eloss,N and CostHESS varies with EBAT or ESC .
3.1. Optimal EM scheme for a fix-sized HESS to minimize battery degradation

This subsection deduces how the battery operating power (PBAT ) and SC operating power (PSC ) should perform to
optimally reduceEloss. Since HESS size is fixed, minimizingEloss can simultaneously minimize �,N andCostHESS .

Knowing that Eloss grows sharply with increasing PBAT [32], the rate of Eloss ( dElossdt , defined as battery energy
capacity loss in unit time) can be expressed as an increasing convex function of PBAT [33], as Fig. 2, and Eq. (9) is
workable, where P̄BAT is the mean battery operating power.
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 19
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Figure 2: Rate of battery energy capacity loss as an increasing convex function of battery operating power.

ℎ(PBAT ,1) + ℎ(PBAT ,2) + ... + ℎ(PBAT ,n)
n

≥ ℎ(
PBAT ,1 + PBAT ,2 + ... + PBAT ,n

n
) = ℎ(P̄BAT ) (9)

Assume the HESS operates following any given bus power profile (Pbus) from time zero to time tn. At each time
point (ti, i = 1, 2, ..., n), the battery operating power (PBAT ,i, i = 1, 2, ..., n) is specifically allocated by the EM scheme.
Based on Fig. 2 and Eq. (9), the Eloss over this period can be expressed as Eq. (10).

Eloss = ∫

tn

0

dEloss
dt

dt = ∫

tn

0
ℎ(PBAT )dt = lim

n→∞

[ n
∑

i=1
ℎ(PBAT ,i)

]

tn
n

≥ lim
n→∞

ℎ

[ n
∑

i=1
(PBAT ,i)

1
n

]

tn = ℎ(P̄BAT )tn (10)

Eq. (10) implies that Eloss can get its minimum value ℎ(P̄BAT )tn by making PBAT constant at P̄BAT . According tothe "charge-sustaining principle" indicating that P̄BAT approximately equals the mean bus power (P̄bus) [13], Eq. (10)can be transformed into Eq. (11).

Eloss ≥ ℎ(P̄BAT )tn ≈ ℎ(P̄bus)tn (11)
Eq. (11) implies that the minimum value of Eloss approximately equals ℎ(P̄bus)tn and this value can be achieved

by the optimal EM scheme allocating PBAT constant at P̄bus. However, to maintain PBAT constant at P̄bus, the optimal
EM scheme must ensure that the residual power requests (Pbus - P̄bus) can be continuously compensated by the SC
pack, which calls for configuring an ideal SC pack with excessively large energy capacity. In practice, a smaller SC
pack would be configured but consequently, PBAT cannot stay constant and would fluctuate around P̄bus [34]. Towardspractical application, the following adjusts the optimal EM scheme by deducing how PBAT fluctuation impacts Elossand raises the requirement for ESC .To make the deduction transparent, assume a bus power profile with only two points (Pbus,1 at t1 and Pbus,2 at t2),and the mean bus power is confirmed as P̄bus. To fulfill this profile, three alternative EM schemes are presented as
a, b and c in Fig. 3. The PBAT allocated by the three EM schemes are presented in Fig. 3 (I) and have different
scales of fluctuation: a represents that PBAT follows the bus power like a battery-only ESS and has large fluctuation; c
represents that PBAT stays constant at P̄bus and has no fluctuation; b is a compromise between a and c, representing
that PBAT has medium fluctuation. The PBAT of three EM schemes are then mapped to Fig. 3 (II), where the rate of
Eloss is an increasing convex function of PBAT , like Fig. 2; however, for the convenience of mapping, Fig. 3 (II) uses
PBAT as Y-axis. Based on Fig. 3 (II), the Eloss resulting from each EM scheme (Eloss,a, Eloss,b and Eloss,c) can be
expressed as Eq. (12) and compared as Eq. (13).
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⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

Eloss,a = [ℎ(Pbus,1) + ℎ(Pbus,2)]dt

Eloss,b = [ℎ(PBAT ,1) + ℎ(PBAT ,2)]dt

Eloss,c = 2ℎ(P̄bus)dt

(12)

Eloss,a = Eloss,b + (m + n)dt > Eloss,b > Eloss,c (13)
Eq. (13) indicates that the EM scheme with larger PBAT fluctuation generates larger Eloss. Therefore, to reduce

battery degradation, the EM scheme should aim at reducing PBAT fluctuation, which requires assistance from the SC
pack. Fig. 3 (III) presents the PSC allocated by the three EM schemes, based on which, the energy increment of SC
pack (ΔESC , defined as the time integral of PSC ) are worked out in Fig. 3 (IV). As the range of ΔESC equals the
usable energy capacity of SC pack (ESC ), the ESC required by each EM scheme (ESC,a, ESC,b and ESC,c) can be
compared as Eq. (14), which indicates that ESC is required to increase with smaller PBAT fluctuation. If a SC pack
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 19
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is configured according to the energy capacity required by EM scheme b, this SC pack can also fulfill a but cannot
fulfill c. Thus, the potential for the EM to reduce PBAT fluctuation is subject to the configured ESC ; as ESC becomes
larger, the EM scheme would have more flexibility to reduce PBAT fluctuation, and as a result, reduce Eloss.

ESC,c = q > ESC,b = p > ESC,a = 0 (14)
3.2. The trend of battery degradation with SC pack size

This subsection regards EBAT as fixed and investigates how �, Eloss, N and CostHESS vary with ESC . The
deduction of optimal EM scheme already points out that Eloss decreases with growing ESC ; according to Eq. (4), �
also decreases as ESC grows; according to Eq. (6), N also decreases. According to Eq. (8), CostHESS comprises
CostBAT , CostSC and CostDCDC . As ESC grows, CostBAT would decrease because Eloss can be reduced, while
CostSC and CostDCDC would increase. In combination, the overall CostHESS would depend on not only battery
degradation but also the prices of battery, SC and DC/DC converter [12]. However, it can be inferred as a general
trend independent of component prices that CostHESS would initially drop but finally upswing with growing ESC .This is because CostHESS can be initially reduced with CostBAT being effectively reduced by a lager ESC ; while thecapability of enlarging ESC to reduce CostBAT would be increasingly less effective and finally reach to a limit after
which CostBAT along with battery degradation can hardly be further reduced but CostSC and CostDCDC would keep
increasing as ESC becomes larger. In combination of CostBAT , CostSC and CostDCDC , there would be an extreme
point of ESC at which CostHESS can be minimized.
3.3. The trend of battery degradation with battery pack size

This subsection regards ESC as fixed and deduces how �, Eloss, N and CostHESS vary with EBAT . A battery
degradation model to calculate � is introduced from [35], as Eq. (15). This model follows Arrhenius Law, using
battery current rate (Irate, unit: C), ampere-hour throughput (Aℎ) and ambient temperature (T , unit: Kelvin) as three
independent variables, and a, b, c, d, e are five constants. Aℎ is defined as absolute battery operating current (|IBAT |)multiplied by time t, and Irate is |IBAT | divided by battery ampere-hour capacity (CBAT ), while CBAT can be further
expressed as EBAT divided by battery nominal voltage (UBAT ,nom), as Eq. (16). Combining Eqs. (15) and (16), �
can be expressed as a function of EBAT , as Eq. (17), where a, b, c, d, e are substituted and T is set at the common
temperature 20◦C [36]. Since EBAT is a variable representing battery pack size and independent of IBAT , UBAT ,nomand t, the partial derivative of � to EBAT can be expressed as Eq. (18). The sign of Eq. (18) is always below zero so
that � monotonously decreases with growing EBAT . According to Eq. (6),N also decreases with growing EBAT .

� = (aT 2 + bT + c)exp[(dT + e)Irate]Aℎ (15)

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

Aℎ = |IBAT |t

Irate = |IBAT |∕CBAT

CBAT = EBAT ∕UBAT ,nom

(16)

� = f (EBAT ) = 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396
|IBAT |UBAT ,nom

EBAT

)

|IBAT |t (17)

)(�)
)(EBAT )

= f ′(EBAT ) = −1.68 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396
|IBAT |UBAT ,nom

EBAT

)I2BATUBAT ,nom
E2BAT

t < 0 (18)

Combining Eqs. (4) and (17), Eloss can be expressed as a function of EBAT , as Eq. (19). The partial derivative of
Eloss to EBAT can be expressed as Eq. (20). The sign of Eq. (20) depends on Irate: if Irate is less than 2.5C, Eq. (20)
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would be above zero. This paper considers Irate as less than 2.5C, because the batteries deployed in a HESS tend to be
energy-intense batteries whose Irate is usually smaller than 2C; moreover, with the help of SCs, the Irate in practical
operations can be secured far below 2.5C [26, 27]. Therefore, Eloss monotonously increases with growing EBAT , andthis trend can be explained from the engineering aspect, as follows. AsEBAT grows, more battery cells would be added
as parallel branches into the battery pack, while the number of serial branches would maintain unchanged because the
nominal voltage of battery pack (UBAT ,nom) is subject to the nominal bus voltage. Given the same operating power
of battery pack (PBAT ), the battery cell in a larger battery pack would take on smaller operating power and current;
therefore, the degradation of each battery cell can be lowered as represented by smaller energy capacity loss of each
cell. However, the energy capacity loss of the whole battery pack (Eloss), which is the energy capacity loss of each
battery cell added up, would increase. Finally, according to Eq. (8), CostHESS also increases with growing EBAT .

Eloss = EBAT � = g(EBAT ) = 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396
|IBAT |UBAT ,nom

EBAT

)

|IBAT |EBAT t (19)

)(Eloss)
)(EBAT )

= g′(EBAT ) = 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396
|IBAT |UBAT ,nom

EBAT

)(

1 −
0.396|IBAT |UBAT ,nom

EBAT

)

|IBAT |t

= 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp(0.396Irate)(1 − 0.396Irate)|IBAT |t (20)
In summary of above deductions, Table 1 collects the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size, and

these trends will be verified by a case study.

Table 1
General trends of battery degradation with battery pack size and SC pack size (�, battery degradation coeffi-
cient; Eloss, battery energy capacity loss; N , battery replacements over vehicle lifetime; CostHESS , HESS costs
over vehicle lifetime; EBAT , battery pack size; ESC , SC pack size).

� Eloss N CostHESS
EBAT Negative Positive Negative Positive
ESC Negative Negative Negative Initially negative, finally positive

4. Case study
This section configures a case study of a high-performance EV to verify the optimal EM scheme and the deduced

trends. DP approach is tailored to represent the optimal EM scheme for the case study. It searches for the optimal
power split strategies to minimize battery degradation without involving the determination of HESS size; therefore, no
matter what the HESS size is, the tailored DP approach can find out the optimal EM scheme fit for that specific HESS
size [13]. Combining the DP-based optimal EM scheme and the general trends with HESS size, the globally optimal
solutions can be worked out in terms of both EM and sizing.
4.1. Case study parameters

The case-study EV adopts Tesla Model S P85, which is a representative high-performance EV designed for fierce
accelerations and long-distance driving, and its parameters can be found in [37, 38].

The HESS adopts a semi-active SC/battery topology, which is the most studied topology [28], as Fig. 4. By using
a bidirectional DC/DC converter to interface the SC pack, the range of SC pack voltage can be made the most of. In
this paper, the lower limit of SC pack voltage is set as 20% of the rated SC pack voltage, which means that the usable
energy capacity of SC pack represents 96% of the rated energy capacity [39]. The batteries and SCs adopt Panasonic
NCR18650B andMaxwell BCAP 3400 2.7V, respectively, and their specifications can be found in [40, 41] and [7]. The
prices of the battery, SC and DC/DC converter are equal to 260 USD/kWh, 15 USD/kWh and 20 USD/kW [20, 25, 42],
respectively.

The drive cycle is "Transformed US06 (T-US06)". Tailored for high-performance EVs, the T-US06 evolves from
the standard US06 drive cycle that represents drastic driving conditions with high-speed operations and demanding
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 10 of 19
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accelerations [43]. However, for the case-study vehicle with a motor power capability of 310 kW, the US06 cycle is
still not drastic enough because this cycle merely proposes a maximum power request of 129kW. To design a more
drastic drive cycle similar to US06, the T-US06 cycle keeps the timeline of US06 but multiplies the speed profile of
US06 by 1.45, as compared in Fig. 5. Using T-US06 drive cycle, the maximum vehicle speed is 186 km/h and the
maximum power request is 275 kW, which are very close to the vehicle’s maximum potentials.
4.2. Optimal EM scheme based on DP approach

The DP approach is to split the bus power requests between the battery pack and SC pack, while its objective is
to minimizeN or CostHESS . It accepts prescribed case-study parameters as inputs, and then calculates the electrical
characteristics of the battery pack, SC pack and DC/DC converter with time, using which to feed the objective functions
and finally find out the optimal EM scheme. Its formulation is as follows.

(1) Execution stage (k), represents the timeline in the solving process. The duration of T-US06 drive cycle is 601
seconds so that 601 stages can be established with one second time step.

k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 601 (21)
(2) Decision variable (u), is the controllable parameter which finding its values is the purpose of the EM efforts.

Battery operating power PBAT is adopted as the decision variable, and it is constrained by battery maximum power
capability PBAT ,max, as Eq. (22). Given the bus power requests Pbus, the SC operating power PSC can be determined
by Eq. (23), where �DCDC is DC/DC conversion efficiency and is a function of the current and voltage of SC pack
[44].

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

uk = PBAT (k)

|uk| ≤ PBAT ,max
(22)
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PSC (k) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Pbus(k) − uk ⋅ �DCDC , PSC (k) ≥ 0

Pbus(k) − uk∕�DCDC , PSC (k) < 0
(23)

(3) State variable (x), is the variable used to describe the mathematical "state" of the HESS. The state of energy
(SOE, defined as the remaining energy divided by the rated energy capacity) of SC is used as the state variable,
and it is constrained from 4% to 100% with 1% interval, according to the usable energy ratio 96%. Following the
charge-sustaining principle [13], the final stage SOE is set the same with initial stage SOE at 50%.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

4% ≤ xk = SOE(k) ≤ 100%

x601 = x1 = 50%
(24)

(4) State transfer function (z), is the function connecting the state variables in adjacent stages; it represents how the
iteration evolves and is a function of the control variable. Since the time step is one second, the state transfer function
can be expressed as Eq. (25).

zk = xk − xk+1 = PSC (k)∕ESC = [Pbus(k) − uk]∕ESC (25)
(5) The sub-objective (J ′) is to minimize either � or Eloss over a T-US06 drive cycle. Based on Eqs. (17) and (19),the sub-objective function can be expressed as Eq. (26), where UBAT (k) is battery operating voltage in stage k.
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

MinJ ′ =Min
{

∑601
k=1 �(k)

}

, �(k) = 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396 |uk|UBAT ,nom
EBATUBAT (k)

)

|uk|
UBAT (k)

or
MinJ ′ =Min

{

∑601
k=1 Eloss(k)

}

, Eloss(k) = 4.23 ⋅ 10−4exp
(

0.396 |uk|UBAT ,nom
EBATUBAT (k)

)

|uk|EBAT
UBAT (k)

(26)

(6) The objective is (J ) to minimize either N or CostHESS over vehicle lifetime. Based on Eqs. (6) and (8), the
objective function can be expressed as Eq. (27).

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

MinJ =Min
{

∑601
k=1N(k)

}

=Min
{

∑601
k=1 �(k)

}

150000km
Dveℎ20%

or
MinJ =Min

{

∑601
k=1 CostHESS (k)

}

=Min
{

∑601
k=1 Eloss(k)

}

priceBAT 150000km
Dveℎ

+ ESCPriceSC + PDCDC,maxPriceDCDC

(27)

5. Results and discussion
This section presents the simulation results of the case study. A feasible set constraining HESS energy capacity is

first presented. Four HESS designs and one battery-only ESS design, which differ from each other by either battery
pack size or SC pack size, are selected and compared to verify the optimal EM scheme and the trends of battery
degradation coefficient/energy capacity loss with HESS size. The battery replacements and HESS costs are discussed
over vehicle lifetime. Specifically, the optimal HESS design is worked out in terms of minimizing HESS costs.
5.1. Feasible set constraining HESS energy capacity

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3), the HESS energy capacity is constrained by a feasible set in Fig. 6, where the usable
energy capacity of battery pack (EBAT ) is the X-axis to represent battery pack size and the usable energy capacity of
SC pack (ESC ) is the Y-axis to represent SC pack size. Any point within the feasible set can be a workable HESS
design that meets the prescribed EV driving range and T-US06 drive cycle operations.

Five designs and their electrical configurations are labelled in Fig. 6, as points A, B, C, D and E. Points A and C are
selected with the consideration of DC/DC conversion efficiency: in SC/battery HESS topology, the higher conversion
T. Zhu et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 12 of 19
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Figure 6: Feasible set constraining the energy capacity of HESS and five designs (A, B, C, D and E) with electrical
configurations ("96s74p" means the pack has 96 serial cells and 74 parallel cells).

efficiency can be achieved with the narrower voltage gap between the SC pack and bus [42]. In this case, points A and
C apply 120 SCs in series, respectively, reaching to a voltage level (324V) very close to the bus voltage (350V). In
comparison, point A deploys the minimum allowable battery pack, while point C deploys a larger battery pack same as
point E. Point B is selected near the joint of the power and energy constraints (rather than exactly on the joint, because
in terms of battery packaging, the number of battery cells must be an integer while the joint is not the case). Point D
has the same battery pack as E and the same SC pack as B. Point E is a battery-only ESS.
5.2. Verification of the optimal EM scheme

It is deduced that the optimal EM scheme depends on the SC pack size and a larger SC pack can enable the EM
scheme to better reduce the fluctuation of battery operating power. To verify this, the simulated battery operating
power (PBAT ) and SC operating power (PSC ) curves of the four HESS designs are compared in Fig. 7 (I) and (II),
respectively; the variance of each curve, which is a sign of fluctuation, is also presented in the legends. Fig. 7 (I)
shows that HESSs A and C have almost overlapped PBAT curves and very close variances (so do HESSs B and D).
This is because they have the same sized SC packs, which makes DP generate almost the same optimal EM schemes.
The fluctuation of A or C is smaller than that of B or D, because A or C has a SC pack larger than that of B or D,
which offers the EM scheme more flexibility to reduce the PBAT fluctuation. Similarly, HESSs A and C have almost
overlapped PSC curves (so do HESSs B and D) in Fig. 7 (II). Based on Fig. 7, it is verified that the HESS design with
a larger SC pack has more stabilized battery operating power; the HESS designs with the same sized SC pack have
almost the same optimal EM scheme, while the size of battery pack only has a very limited impact on optimal EM
scheme.
5.3. Verification of battery degradation coefficient and energy capacity loss with HESS size

Fig. 8 (I) and (II) compare the battery degradation coefficient (�) and energy capacity loss (Eloss) curves of thefive designs, respectively; the final value of each curve is also presented in the legends. Fig. 8 (I) shows that HESS
C has the smallest � among all designs because C has both the largest battery pack and the largest SC pack; HESS B
has the largest � among the four HESS designs because B has both the smallest battery pack and the smallest SC pack.
The � curve of A or D lies in the middle between B and C, because the battery pack and SC pack of A or D are smaller
than those of C but larger than those of B. Fig. 8 (II) shows that HESS A has the smallest Eloss among all designs
because A has both the smallest battery pack and the largest SC pack; HESS D has the largest Eloss among the four
HESS designs because D has both the largest battery pack and the smallest SC pack. The battery-only ESS E has both
the largest � and the largest Eloss due to no SC pack.
5.4. Discussion on battery replacements and HESS costs with HESS size

Fig. 9 (I) and (II) work out battery replacements over vehicle lifetime (N) and HESS costs over vehicle lifetime
(CostHESS ), respectively, as battery pack size varies from 80 to 170 kWh and SC pack size varies from 100 to 450
Wh.
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Figure 7: Verification of the optimal EM scheme by comparing the power curves of four HESS designs: (I) Battery
operating power; (II) SC operating power, in time frame of one drive cycle.

Fig. 9 (I) indicates that the battery replacements are three to five times over vehicle lifetime, which is more than
the normal situation in which the battery pack only needs one or even no replacement [33]. This is because the case
study uses a high-performance EV running at a drastic drive cycle, which leads to the battery degrading much faster.
Besides, battery replacements see a monotonous decline with increasing battery pack size and SC pack size. However,
deploying a large battery pack and a large SC pack would require the consideration of their mass and volume, in case
of the inconvenience to HESS packaging and chassis layout. Previous research [17, 45] tends to formulate the mass or
volume as a weighted penalty function along with the main function of battery degradation, forming a MOP problem,
which makes the sizing results impacted by not only battery degradation but also mass or volume. The mass and
volume issues would not be further discussed since the main topic of this paper focuses on tailoring HESS size in
terms of battery degradation.

Fig. 9 (II) shows that HESS costs vary with HESS size widely from 110000 to 180000 USD , which implies that
a carefully sized HESS can significantly reduce the financial costs over vehicle lifetime. Furthermore, HESS costs
witness a monotonous growth with increasing battery pack size. Thus, deploying an as small battery pack as possible
is necessary to reduce HESS costs, while the minimum allowable battery pack size is constrained by vehicle propulsion
requests. According to Fig. 6, the minimum allowable battery pack (i.e. the optimal battery pack) is 83 kWh. Besides,
as SC pack size increases, HESS costs first drop and then rise, and the extreme point (i.e. the optimal SC pack) is
309.8 Wh. For the case study to minimize HESS costs, the optimal HESS design is to deploy a 83 kWh battery pack
and a 309.8 Wh SC pack; the corresponding electrical configuration is 96 serial 74 parallel for the battery pack and 90
serial 1 parallel for the SC pack plus a 342 kW DC/DC converter. As compared with other feasible HESS designs in
Fig. 9 (II), the optimal HESS can save financial costs by up to 39%.

To better understand the influence of HESS size on HESS costs, Fig. 10 (I) and (II) further discuss the underlying
reasons for the trends in Fig. 9 (II).
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Battery degradation coefficient; (II) Battery energy capacity loss, in time frame of one drive cycle.

Fig. 10 (I) presents the overall HESS costs and sub-costs over vehicle lifetime, as SC pack size varies while battery
pack size is held optimal at 83 kWh. Battery price losses (CostBAT ) are the dominating part (around 90%) of HESS
costs (CostHESS ), while SC and DC/DC converter procurement costs (CostSC and CostDCDC ) only represent a small
part. As SC pack size grows, CostBAT witnesses a decelerating downtrend, which means that the efforts to reduce
battery degradation by enlarging the SC pack become increasingly less effective. Meanwhile, CostSC and CostDCDCexperience a near-linear uptrend. The overall CostHESS , as the sum of CostBAT , CostSC and CostDCDC , initiallydecreases because CostBAT can be significantly reduced, but finally rises up because CostBAT is less effectively re-
duced with more SCs being deployed while CostSC and CostDCDC still increase rapidly. Therefore, an over large SC
pack cannot contribute more to lowering overall costs.

Fig. 10 (II) presents the energy capacity loss of battery cell and battery pack after one drive cycle operation, as
battery pack size varies while SC pack size is held optimal at 309.8 Wh. As battery pack size grows, the energy
capacity loss of each battery cell can be reduced, because more parallel branches in the battery pack lead to each cell
sharing smaller current and subsequently relieved degradation. However, the whole battery pack, with all the cells
in combination, has increasing energy capacity loss with battery size increasing. Considering the battery price losses
(CostBAT ) resulting from energy capacity loss is the primary part of HESS costs (CostHESS ), a larger battery pack
with more energy capacity loss would have larger HESS costs.

6. Conclusion
This paper focuses on reducing battery degradation of a battery-SC HESS by the efforts of sizing and presents gen-

eral sizing guides as well as EM benchmarks to optimize battery degradation. Battery degradation and its engineering
impacts are formulated as functions of HESS size. The optimal EM scheme to reduce battery degradation is revealed,
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Figure 9: Discussion on the engineering impacts of battery degradation with HESS size : (I) Battery replacements over
vehicle lifetime; (II) HESS costs over vehicle lifetime.

which indicates that the essence of reducing battery degradation exists in reducing the fluctuation of battery operating
power; the optimal EM scheme is significantly affected by the size of SC pack but inapparently affected by the size of
battery pack. Under the hypothesis that battery degradation can be best reduced following the optimal EM scheme,
the general trends of battery degradation with HESS size are deduced as Table 1, which can be generalized to wide
cases using different EM techniques, vehicles, batteries and SCs. A high-performance EV along with the DP-based
EM approach is used as the case study, and five feasible HESS designs are compared to verify the optimal EM scheme
and general trends. The battery replacements and HESS costs over vehicle lifetime, as the final objectives of the sizing
problem, are discussed over the whole feasible set. Results show that the HESS with a larger battery pack and a larger
SC pack can have fewer battery replacements; HESS costs grow with increasing battery pack size, while first drop and
then rise with increasing SC pack size. The optimal HESS design for the case study to minimize HESS costs is solved
as the combination of a 83 kWh battery pack, a 309.8 Wh SC pack and a 342 kW DC/DC converter. As a general
guide to save financial costs over vehicle lifetime, it is suggested to deploy a HESS with an as small battery pack as
constrained by vehicle driving range and a medium SC pack that can be found optimal at an extreme point.
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